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I. INTRODUCTION 
In his classical paper [l], Zadeh first introduced the fundamental concept 
of fuzzy sets. His idea was then applied to topological spaces resulting in a 
study of fuzzy topology [2-51. Th e p resent paper takes a different approach. 
Specifically, a higher and more abstract viewpoint is adopted. In the first 
part of the paper, we try to put the above-mentioned mathematical objects 
in their proper places in the unified framework of categories [6] and relate 
them with other mathematical objects such as sets and general topological 
spaces. In the second part of the paper, further considerations are given 
to some special categories associated with fuzzy topological spaces. Embedding 
theorems are obtained. For completeness, some basic definitions of fuzzy 
sets, fuzzy topological spaces, categories, and functors are listed in Section II. 
It should be pointed out that in [7], Goguen discusses the fuzzification of 
category theory, which is different from the problems we discuss here. 
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let X q = {.v} be a point set. A fuzzy set A in X is characterized by a 
membership function Pi from X to the unit interval 4 = [0, 11. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A and B be fuzzy sets in X. Then: 
A = B 0 p,&) -= pa(x), for all xEX, 
-4 C B 0 PA(X) < r4.4, for all x E X, 
C = A u B 9 p&x) = max[p,(x), pB(x)], for all .r E X, 
D==_4nB - PO(X) = minb,4(4, P&)I, for all .2 E X, 
E == -4’ *CL&) = 1 - /44(x), for all x E X. 
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More generally, for a family of fuzzy sets, & = {Ai 1 i EI}, the union 
C = lJI Ai and the intersection D = n1 Ai are defined by 
PC(“) = s~P(k4i(~)~~ x E x, 
and 
CL&) = iqf{cL&)>, XEX. 
The symbol 0 will be used to denote the empty fuzzy set (pO(.x) = 0 for all x 
in X). The symbol Ix will be used to denote the fuzzy set with membership 
function p,,(x) = 1 for all x in X. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A fuzzy topology is a family y of fuzzy sets in X that 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(b) IfA,BEy’,thenAnBEy. 
(c) If A i E y for each i E 1, then (Jr Ai E F. 
9- is called a fuzzy topology for X, and the pair (X, .9-) is a fuzzy topological 
space, or fts for short. Every member of 5 is called a r-open fuzzy set (or 
simply open fuzzy set). A fuzzy set is 9-closed (or simply closed) iff its 
complement is y-open. 
As in general topology, the indiscrete fuzzy topology contains only Sp 
and Ix, while the discrete fuzzy topology contains all fuzzy sets. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f be a function from X to Y. Let B be a fuzzy set 
in Y with membership function pa(y). Then the inverse of B, written as 
f-l[B], is a fuzzy set of X whose membership function is defined by 
for all x in X. 
Conversely, let A be a fuzzy set in X with membership function pLA(x). The 
image of A, written asf[A], is a fuzzy set in Y whose membership function 
is given by 
PdY) = sup {p-LA(s)) if f-Q] is not empty, 
z~f-‘lYl 
= 0, otherwise, 
for all y in I’, where f-‘[y] = {x 1 f(x) = y}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A function f from a fts(X, r) to a fts(Y, a!) is F-con- 
tinuous iff the inverse of each e-open fuzzy set is y-open. 
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A fuzzy homeomorphism is an F-continuous one-to-one mapping of a 
fts X onto a fts Y such that the inverse of the mapping is also F-continuous. 
If there exists a fuzzy homeomorphism of one fuzzy space onto another, the 
two fuzzy spaces are said to be F-homeomorphic, and each is a fuzzy 
homeomorph of the other. Two fts’s are topologically F-equivalent iff they 
are F-homeomorphic. 
Next, we will list some basic definitions of categories and functors [6]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A category consists of 
(i) a collection W of objects X, Y,..., 
(ii) a set Mor(X, I’) of morphisms associated with every two objects 
X and Y of 9 (written> X--f Y or X A Y if f is an element of Mor(X, I’)), 
and 
(iii) a map Mor(X, Y) x Mor( k-, Z) ---f Mor(X, Z) for every three 
objects X, I’, and Z of 3’ (with image of (f, g) written as g of, called the 
composition of the morphisms f and g) such that 
(K.l) iff:X-+Y,g: Y+Z,h:Z+T,thenho(gof) =(hog)of, 
(K.2) to each X of 9, there exists er: X-+ X, 
such that 
foex =f, for every f: X-t Y, 
ex 0 g = g, for every g: I’+ X. 
Remark. It can be shown that in a category 9, to each object X of 9, 
there is one and only one morphism (called the identity morphism of X) 
ex: X + X satisfying the condition (K.2). 
DEFINITION 2.6. A subcategory Y of a category W is a collection of some 
of the objects and some of the morphisms of 9? such that 
(i) if object X is in 9, so is the morphism ex, 
(ii) if morphism f: X- Y is in y, so are X, Y, and 
(iii) if f: X-5 Y, g: Y + Z are in ,4a, so is g 0 f. 
Remark. It can be easily shown that a subcategory is a category. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let 9 and w’ be two categories. F is a functor of 9 
into 9’, written F: W + 9%” if F assigns 
(i) to each object X of 9, a unique object F(X) of W’, and 
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(ii) to each morphismf: X --f Y in S?‘, a morphism F(f): F(X) -+ F( Y) 
in W’ such that 
CF.11 Fh) = em I 
CF.3 F(fo g) = F(f) 0 F(g). 
DEFINITION 2.8. A functor F: B + B’ is injective if to every pair of 
objects X, Y of W and to every pair of morphisms f, g: X + Y, F(X) = F(Y) 
implies X = Y and F(f) = F(g): F(X) --f F( Y) impliesf = g. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A functor F: W -+ 9” is surjective if 
(i) to every object X’ of W’, there exists an object X of C% such that 
X’ = F(X), and 
(ii) to every pair of objects X, Y of W, and every morphism 
f ‘: F(X) -+ F( Y) inB?‘, there exists a morphismf: X ---f Y such thatf’ = F(f). 
DEFINITION 2.10. A functor F: 22 + B?’ is bijective if it is both injective 
and surjective. In this case, F is called an isomorphism, and B?,S?’ are said to 
be isomorphic to each other. 
III. CATEGORIES OF FUZZY SETS 
In this section, we will define two categories of fuzzy sets and one for 
ordinary sets. It will be shown that the latter category could be embedded 
in one of the former categories. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let W, be the collection of all fuzzy sets (X, A), 
(Y, B) ,... . (X, Y ,... are the ground sets; A, B ,... are fuzzy sets in X, Y ,... .) 
For each pair of objects (X, A), (Y, B) of W, , define a set Mor((X, A), (I;, B)) 
of morphisms in the following manner: Mor((X, /I), (Y, B)) = {(f,fAB)}, 
where f ranges over all possible set mappings from X to Y and fAB is the 
induced mapping from fuzzy set d to fuzzy set B defined by fAB(pA(x)) = 
~s(f(~v)), where pA , pB are the membership functions of rZ, B respectively. 
For any two morphisms (.f,fAB): (X, A) - (Y, B), (g, g,,): (Y, B) --+ (2, C) 
define their composition (g, gBc) o (f,fAB) = (g of, (g ~f).~~), where g of 
is the composition off and g as set mappings. 
Remark. Note that (g ~f)~~ is also the composition of the fuzzy set 
mappings fA* and g,c - 
THEOREM 3.1. 5& is a category. 
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Proof. Requirement (K.1) is obviously true For (K.2), to each object 
(X, A) in B’a , define the identity morphism e(X,A): (X, A) -+ (X, A) to be 
(ex , eAA), where e, is the identity set mapping from X to X and eAA is the 
induced identity mapping from fuzzy set A to itself. Clearly, (f, fAB) 0 e(x,A) = 
(f,f.d for every (Jfd (X 4 - PC B) and ew) 0 (g, gd = (g, gd 
for every (g, g,,): (2, C) -+ (X, A). Therefore, 9s is indeed a category. 
The second category of fuzzy sets to be defined can be regarded in some 
sense as a “quotient” of 9, . 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (X, &) denote the ordered pair of a set S and the 
collection &’ of all fuzzy sets in X. Let gL1 be the collection of all (X, d), 
(Y, sq,... . For each pair of objects (X, A?‘), (Y, 9) of W, , and any set 
mapping f from X to Y, define fdB to be the collection of all mappings 
from any fuzzy set A in X to any fuzzy set B in Y induced by f. Define 
~W(X 4, (K 88)) = {(f, fdd, where f ranges over all set mappings 
from X to I’. For any two morphisms (f, fd9): (X, &) -+ (I’, 2’) and 
(g, gSo): (I’, S?) + (2, %), define their composition by (g, gas) ‘J (f, fhdl) = 
(g of7 (g @ f Li%+ 
THEOREM 3.2. 94?l is a category. 
Proof. (Kl) is obvious. To each object (Ay, &) of W, , define the identity 
morphism by (eX , (ex)&&), where ex: X-, X is the identity set mapping. 
Then clearly, (K.2) is satisfied, and therefore, 9r is a category. 
Next, we will define a category of sets, and then, we will establish its 
relationship with %‘r ,a, . 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let .@a be the collection of all sets X, I-,... . For each 
pair of objects X, Y of 9, , let Mor(X, Y) be the set of all set mappings 
from X to Y. For any two morphisms f: X -+ Y and g: Y -+ 2, define their 
composition g 0 f by their composition as set mappings. 
THEOREM 3.3. d,, is a category. 
Proof. Obvious. 
We are now in a position to relate .!%‘a , SPI , and 9s . 
THEOREM 3.4. 
(i) W, and gO are isomorphic to each other. 
(ii) W, is isomorphic to a subcategory of S2 , 
Thus, %‘I (W,) ran be embedded into 9, as a subcategory. 
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Proof. (i) DefineF: W, --f ZO byF((X, d)) = X, and for each morphism 
(f, fds): (X, -QI) --f (Y, 33), define F((f, f>B)) = f. Notice that X is indeed 
an object of @,, , and f: X --+ Y is indeed an element of Mor(X, I’). 
To show F is indeed a functor, we have to verify (F.l) and (F.2). Now, 
F(ecr, yl)) = ex by definition of F, so (F.l) is satisfied. 
Wg, gm) 0 (f, fsd) = F((g ofi (g of h)) = g of. 
Thus, (F.2) is satisfied. 
To show F is injective, let (X, &), (I-, 53) be any pair of objects of B1 
and (f, fdB), (g, gda): (X, &) -+ (Y, 53) be any pair of morphisms in @. 
Then clearly, F(X, JZJ) = F(Y, a) ’ im pl ies X = Y. Thus, (X, -d) = (Y, 9). 
Suppose F((f, f&a)) = F((g, g&d): X --f Y, it follows from the definition 
of F that f = g. By the definition of Mor((X, .&‘), (Y, g)), it follows that 
(.f>f&M) == (g7 g&g). 
To show F is surjective, we note that to each object X of gO , take the object 
(X, ZP’) of &)i , then F((X, d)) == X. S econd, to every pair of objects (X, ,02), 
(Y, 33) of 3?r , and every morphism f: X = F((X, ~2)) --t F((Y, 93)) = Y in 
gt,, take the morphism (f, fdg): (X, ~2) -+ (Y, 53) in&?, , thenF((f, fda)) = f. 
(ii) In W, , consider the collection W,’ of all objects of the form {(X, Ix)}, 
where Ix denotes the fuzzy set in X with membership function pIx(x) = 1 
for all x in X. For each pair of objects (X, I,), (Y, Ir) of .%‘a’, take 
Mor((X, Ix), (I’, lr)) (in 9.J as the set of morphisms in sz’. It is easily 
verified that .!?%‘a’ is a subcategory of &“, . 
It now suffices to show that %r is isomorphic to 2,‘. For this purpose, 
define G: %‘t + W,’ by G((X, -Qz)) = (X, Ix), and for each morphism 
(f, f&a): (X7 4 - (I’, W, define G((f, f&a)) = (f,fIx,,): (X, 1,) - (Y, IY). 
It can be verified that G is indeed a bijective functor, i.e., an isomorphism. 
IV. CATEGORIES OF Fuzzy TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
Following the same approach as developed in Section III, we now can 
construct categories of fuzzy topological spaces and topological spaces. But 
the results will be different. 
As before, let (X, r) denote a fuzzy topological space (fts), where X is 
a set and y is a fuzzy topology in X. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let Y; be the collection of all fts’s (X, y), (Y, a),... . 
For each pair of objects (X, F), (Y, %) of Pa, define Mor((X, r), (Y, %)) 
to be the set of all F-continuous function {frqL} with respect to r and @. 
The f denotes the underlying set function (from X to I-) of fydl( . 
409/53/3-16 
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Composition of two morphisms 
fy.%: (X, 7) - (1, w, ge,y: ( Y, @‘) - v, q 
is defined by 
THEOREM 4.1. LX2 is a category. 
Proof. First note that since the composition of F-continuous functions 
is again F-continuous, the composition of morphisms is well defined. 
Requirement (K.l) is obviously satisfied. For (K.2), to each object (X, 7) 
in 9?a, define the identity morphism ecx,y): (X, r)+ (X, y) by the 
F-continuous function induced by the identity set mapping. Clearly, (K.2) 
is then satisfied. 
The second category of fts’s is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let (X, 4) denote the ordered pair of a set X and the 
collection 4 of all fts’s defined in X. Let 9r be the collection of all (X, y), 
(Y, q,... . For each pair of objects (X, ?), (Y, “zi) of Y; , iVor((X, F), (Y, &)) 
is defined to be the collection of all possible F-continuous functions from 
any member in 4 to any member in 4, writtenfyg . For two morphisms 
f~c: (X, 4) --f (Y, &) and ggp: (Y, &) -+ (2, @), define their composition 
to be the collection of all possible compositions from members of fg$ and 
members of gg? , written gg? 0 fF% . 
THEOREM 4.2. Y; is a category. 
Proof. (K.l) is obvious. To each object (X, 4) in Yr, define e,,,?) = 
f 99, i.e., the collection of all F-continuous self-mappings from (X, y) to 
(X, 4). Then clearly, (K.2) is satisfied. 
We will nest define a category of (ordinary) topological spaces (ts’s). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let (X, a) denote a ts with topology a. Let 9a be the 
collection of all ts’s (X, a), (Y, /3),... . For each pair of objects (X, ar), (Y, /3), 
define lIlor((X, a), (Y, /I)) to be the set {fas} of all continuous functions f 
from X to Y (with respect to a: and /3). Composition of two morphisms 
fmB: (X, a) ---f (Y, B) and g,,: (Y, /3) + (2, r) is defined to be the composition 
of continuous functions. 
THEOREM 4.3. Y; is a category. 
Proof. Obvious. 
We now can state our main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 4.4. 
(i) y0 is a subcategory of 9s . 
(ii) 9; is isomorphic to a subcategory of yb . 
Thus, Yl can be embedded in both YO and Sp, as a subcategory. 
Remark. Unlike the categories of fuzzy sets as described in Section III, 
9s and .yl are not isomorphic. 
Proof. (i) Obvious. (ii) Let yO’ be the collection {(X, a)> of objects in 9s , 
such that a is the indiscrete topology for X (i.e., c1 consists of @ and X only). 
For any pair of objects (X, 01), (Y, /3) take the set of morphisms in 9s as the 
set of morphisms in 9s’. Then clearly, 9s’ is a subcategory of 9’s. Now 
define F: Y; - 9s’ by F(X, 4) - (X, m). It can be shown that F is indeed 
a bijective functor. 
I-. 95FUNCTORS ON A FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACE 
In this section, we construct a “smaller” category defined on a fuzzy 
topological space and study the properties of a special functor from this 
category to an arbitrary category. Various special cases are then discussed. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (X, r) be a fts. Let r be the collection of objects. 
For any two objects -4, B in r, define the set of morphisms to be 
Mor(rZ, B) = {r}, where Y is a single mapping from A to B defined by 
Y&~(X)) = pB(x) for every x in X. 
For every three objects A, B, C in 7 andfi A + B, g: B --f C, we define 
their composition g of by their composition as mappings of fuzzy sets. 
THEOREM 5.1. 9- is a category. 
Proof. Obvious. 
DEFINITION 5.2. AW-functor F on a fts (X, r) is a functor of the category 
y into W. 
In other words, if F: r -+ W is a 9?-functor, then 
(1) F(A) is an object of W for every open fuzzy set A in X, and 
(2) if A, B are two open fuzzy sets in X, then there corresponds a 
unique morphism pz: F(A) -F(B) 
(i) pz = eFcA) for every open fuzzy set A in X, and 
(ii) if A, B, C are open fuzzy sets in X, then pz = pz o pz. 
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DEFINITION 5.3. Let F, G: d + .9’ be two functors from category 9 
to category W’. 0 is a natural transformation from F to G, written 0: F - G 
if to each object X of W, 8 assigns a morphism O(X): F(X) -+ G(X) in 5%” 
such that for every morphismf: X-t I’ in 9 the following diagram 
F(X) B[x) G(X) 
F(ti/ 1 G(f) 
J 8(Y) 1 
F(Y) - G(Y) 
is commutative. 
Let F’, F” be B’-functors on a fts (X, 7). Any natural transformation 
&F’-+F” is a family of morphisms {@I)},J,, in W, where 0(_4): 
F’(d) -F”(A), such that if d, B are open fuzzy sets in X, the diagram 
.9(A) 
F’(A)- F”(A) 
B 
PA 
I I 
B 
=A 
e(B) 
F’( El--+ F”(B) 
is commutative. 
THEOREM 5.2. The collection of all 99-functors on a fts (X, Y) zuith their 
natural transformations as morphisms form a category RF(X, 9,W). 
Proof. We will show that RIor(F’, F”), which is defined to be the collection 
of all the natural transformations from F’ to F”, is a set. In fact, it is a subset 
of the product set 
17 = n Mor(F’(=l), F”(A)). 
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If 0 is an element of Mor(F’, F”), then for any A E 9, B(A) is an element of 
NIor(F’(A),F”(12)). Therefore, 0 is an element of n. Thus, Mor(F’, F”) is a 
subset of 17. 
For any two natural transformations 0: F’ +F” and 0’: F” -F”‘, we 
define 19” = 0’ c 0 to be the family {6”(A)},,~ , where B”(A) = B’(A) 0 6(A) 
for all A E Y. Since W is a category, /Y’(A): F’(A) +F”(-1) is clearly a 
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morphism of W for each A E Y. That 0” is an element of Mor(F’, F”) follows 
from the commutative diagram of objects and morphisms of 92 below: 
Similarly, the associativity of the composition of morphisms of RF(X, Y’, W) 
follows from that of 9. Clearly, er, = {eF,(A))AEY is the identity morphism 
of F’. Therefore, RF(X, 9, ,122) is a category. 
We will discuss several special cases here. Let Y0 be the family of all 
fuzzy sets in X. Let %!‘. be the family of all subsets of X. Let % be any 
(ordinary) topology for _Y. 
THEOREM 5.3. (i) & , @,, , J?[ are categories if morphisms and compositions 
are deJned as in DeJinition 5.1. 
(ii) “ii0 is a subcategory of YO . 
(iii) There exists a surjectiue functor from RF(X, &, 9) onto 
qx, O&J, 9). 
Proof. (i) Notice that the above discussion is valid for any fuzzy 
topology, in particular, any (ordinary) topology %. Furthermore, it is valid 
for the discrete fuzzy topology and the discrete (ordinary) topology, which 
are exactly &, %YO, respectively. 
(ii) Obvious. 
(iii) We will construct a functor 9: RF(X, TO ,a) + RF(X, G?/,, , W). 
Let F be an object of RF(X, Y0 , 95’). Then F: F0 -+ W is a 96functor. Define 
9(F) == F,,: q10 -9 to be the restriction of F on %VO . This is well defined 
since 4Y0 is a subfamily of Y0 . 
Let 0: F’ --f F” be any morphism in RF(X, &, 92). Then 0 is a family 
N4>‘4&-o in 9 such that if A, B are two fuzzy sets in X, the diagram 
O(A) 
F’(A)- F”(A) 
e(B) 
F’(B)- F”(B) 
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is commutative. Define F(0) = 0,: F,’ +Fi to be the family {O,,(A)},,WO , 
where B,,(A) = B(A) for A E @,, . Then if -4, B E e0 , the diagram 
8 (A) 
F’(A) 0 F;(A) 
0 
p,” 
1 I 
s 
(TA 
8,(B) 
F;(B) - F;'(B) 
is commutative since for A, B E &a , F,,‘(=l) = F’(d), F,‘(B) = F’(B), 
B,(A) = t!?(A) and B,,(B) = B(B). Therefore, 0, is a natural transformation 
from F,’ to F,“, thus, an element in Mor(FO’, F,“) in the category RF(X, 9Yo ,9). 
It easily can be shown that F is indeed a surjective functor. 
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